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Hi there,

Sorry we missed you at today’s webinar on the Architect Registration Examination’s
(ARE®) migration to PSI. We shared some important updates during today’s webinar—
here’s a recap:

Rolling Clock Extension
To offset the brief period of no ARE deliveries while NCARB’s systems move from
Prometric to PSI between June 1–13, NCARB is giving candidates a 14-day rolling
clock extension. This extension will automatically be applied on June 1, 2022, to any
passed exam divisions that are valid as of that date.  

Watch the Webinar

Prometric Mask Update
Starting May 1, Prometric will no longer require staff or candidates to wear masks in
the test center, unless local guidelines or restrictions dictate otherwise. You are
welcome to continue wearing a mask if desired.

Migration and Scheduling Available Now
As of April 26, migration to PSI is now available. If you don’t have any exams
scheduled with Prometric and aren’t waiting on any score reports, you can migrate to
PSI and begin scheduling exams. No matter when you migrate, the first day to take
an exam with PSI is June 14.

Pilot Testers Share Their Experience
Watch the recording of the webinar to learn more from our exam experts and to listen
as two PSI pilot testers share their experiences taking the ARE with NCARB’s new
exam delivery vendor. 
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